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§ 1. Introduction

The theory of bimicrolocalization is a natural improvement of the so-called
second microlocalization. This theory, which was first considered by
Kataoka-Tose [13], was introduced fully functorially by [19] and [21]. After
these algebraic constructions, the theory took its full strength with ©-modules
and revieled to be useful in some kinds of problems concerning partial
differential equations. Until now, we can list up three types of applications:
(a) Edge of the wedge type theorems for hyperfunction solutions ([22], [23])
(bj Extension of holomorphic solutions ([23])
(c) Solvability of systems with multiple characteristics ([24])
The aim of this paper is to extend the results (a) and (c) with the aid of the
theory of microlocal inverse image initiated by Kashiwara-Schapira [10],
D'Agnolo [3] and [4] . In particular, in [23] we proposed a conjecture on the
vanishing of the cohomologies of bimicrofunction solution complexes to some
class of ®-Modules. Now in this paper, we solve this conjecture to generalize
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the results of [23] and [24] . Note that the technique of microlocal inverse
image enables us to "cut off" the characteristic varieties of ©-modules and
characterize the conditions of the extension of solutions in terms of the
geometry of them.

§ 2c Review on Preliminary Notions
In this paper, we essentially employ the terminology of [10] and [19] . Let
X ^ L ^ M be a sequence of C°°-mamfoids. Let us denote it by (X, L, M) and
call it a triplet of manifolds. First recall the construction of the binormal
deformation of X along (L, M) in [19] . We shall denote it by XML and let t, s ^
R be the deformation parameters. Then we have a commutative diagram
(2.1)

TMLXLTLX-^JL-XML*-I^—@X

' = it > 0, 5 > 0}

M
By the immersion s* in (2.1), TnL XiTi X is identified with XML^ {t=s = 0}. H
we choose a local coordinate system %— (xf, x", x'") of X such that

(2.2)
then the morphism px in (2.1) is described by :
(2.3)

(x\ x", x'", t, s) l—^ (tsx', tx", x'").

We call such a coordinate system "admissible". Let Db (*) be the derived
category of C~vector spaces on a topological space with bounded cohomologies.
In [19] we defined the functor of bispecialization :
(2.4)

VML : Db (X)

»Bb (TML *LTLX)

by the formula :
(2.5)

VML(F)

• = sxlRjx*pxlF .

We also defined two functors :
(2.6)

I WML : Db (X)
: Db CY)

^Db (TML X LTfX)
»Bb (TfL x LTfX]

as the Fourier-Sato transformations of UML (*) . For F e Db (X) , VML (F),
^ML(F) and (J.ML (F) are biconic objects, that is, every cohomology sheaf of
them is locally constant along two R+~orbits.
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First we shall recall the estimation of the support of the complex [AMI (F)
for

Theorem 2.1 (Funakoshi [6] and [24]). For F^Db(X}, we have :
(2.7)

supp VLML (F) C Tfwx.ntf (T?AT) n Cm (SS (F)),

where we used the natural isomorphism TjfL X LT*X — T*(M x LTtx] (T*X) and the
Hamiltonian isomorphism — H : T* (T*AT) — T(rix) (T*X).
Let / : M—*M" be a smooth morphism of real analytic manifolds, N C M a
submanifold of codimension d > 1 such that g — f\N : N-* M" is smooth, and/c :
AT—* AT" (resp. #e : F—* AT") a complexification of/ (resp. 0). Set L : =fc1 (Mff]
(resp. H'- = gc1 (M")) in AT (resp. in F). We assume that dim R M = n and dim
R
M" — n — l (hence d ^ I). Thanks to the abstract edge of the wedge theorem of
Kashiwara [8], we get the definition below.
Definition 2.2 ([13], [19] and [22]) . We define the sheaves of bimicrofunctions ^NL, %ML and ^NH by :

(2.8)

where 6x (resp. 0y) denotes the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X (resp. Y) .
Now we define the relative cotangent bundle T* (AT/A"') by the exact sequence :
(2.9)

0 - > V.=X XX'>T*X" - >T*X - >T*(X/X") - ^0.

Then we have a sequence of closed embedings :
(2.10)

T$X - >TtX*xV - ^T*(AVrO

XXV-TV(T*X)

defined by the zero-section of V C T*^ and the Hamiltonian isomorphism. We
denote by $x the sheaf of ring of holomorphic differential operators on X. In
[23] , we proved the following result.
Proposition 2.3. Let M be a coherent ^-module whose characteristic variety
satisfies the condition:

(2.11)

T?A: n cv

Then we have a canonical isomorphism :
(2 . 12)

Ep» RXom9x (M, <$NL) [

where p : T%L X LTtX-*T*H X HTnY is the natural projection and MY denotes the
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induced system of M on Y.
Since the morphism p is finite on the support of the complex R^W^ (M,
[d] under the assumption (2.11), we have :
(2 . 13)

IFRXofn^ (M. %NL) = 0, for j < d.

In [23] , this result has been essentially used to get several edge of the wedge
type theorems, but the condition (2.11) on M was too strong at the zero-section
X of T*X. As a final style, we proposed in [23] the following conjecture.
Consider the injection :
(2.14)

TlXXxV -

>T*(X/X") XXV-

and the projection KY '• T*XXXV -

TV(T*X)

*V, and recall the definition of Bony [1].

Definition 2A (Bony [1] ) . We say that the system M is nonmicrocharacteristic for Y along V at q ^ V if M satisfies Tty1 (q) fl Cy (ChM) = 0 .
Now we have:
Conjecture ( [23] ) . Let p e T$L x LT?X andq^N* LTfX c y be its base
point If the system M is non-microcharacteristic for Y along V at q ^ V, then
we have :
(M, %NL)p - 0 for./ < d.
In the next section, we will solve this conjecture under the additional condition
TyX 0 ChM= 0 (M is non-characteristic for Y) .

§ 3o Microlocal Inverse

and a Solution to the Conjecture

First, let us recall the theory of microlocal inverse image developed by
Kashiwara-Schapira [10], D'Agnolo [3] and D'Agnolo-Schapira [4]. This
theory was invented to obtain deep results without using pseudo-differential
operators. In fact, combined with the micro-support theory of KashiwaraSchapira [10], we can obtain many new applications on the solutions to
®-modules. For example, see [4] , Delort [5] and Tonin [25] . Now let X be a
vector space and 0 ^ X its origin. We will identify the tangent space ToX at 0
with X itself, and we take a closed convex cone j of T$X — X. Let q\ and qz
denote the first and second projection from X X X to X respectively. We also
consider the map s : XXX - > X defined by (x, x} l—> x~x' and take an open
neighborhood a) of 0 in X. The following definition is essentially given in
Proposition 6.14 of [10] (see also Definition 1.3.1 of [4]).

Definition 30L For F e Db (X) , we set :
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(3.1)

fc(r,

] 39

— F, we have a canonical morphism

<u,F) - »F.

The next proposition is the main part in the theory of microlocal inverse image.
Proposition 3.2 (Proposition 6.1.4 of [10]). Let K be a proper closed convex
com of T*X and [/dd K an open cone. For F e BbOO , let W be a conic
neighborhood of K fl (SSF\{0» in TfX. Then there exists F0 ^ Db (AT) and a
morphism UQ : Fo- *F SMC
(i) UQ is an isomorphism on
(ii) TfX 0 SSF0 C W.
In fact, if we choose a pair (7, a)) satisfying some appropriate conditions (such
pairs are called "refined cutting pair" in [4] ) and K°a c 7 C U°a, then the
object Fo '-~&X(T> ^J, F) and the canonical morphism
«o : FO - * F
satisfy the conditions of the above proposition. In order to avoid the appearance
of the additional parts of SSF0 in dy°a\{0}, we have to impose these very
delicate conditions on the pair (7, 0)) .
Now we will come back to the situation considered in the last part of
Section 2(f;M—*M" is a smooth morphism of real analytic manifolds etc.). We
also inherit the notations there. Then we have the following theorem as an
answer to the conjecture in [23].
Theorem 3.3. Let p e T%L*LTtX and q^NXLTfX
c V its base point. We
assume the *2)x~modulc M satisfies the following conditiofis:
(i) M is non -characteristic for Y.
(ii) M is non~microcharacteristic for Y along V at q.
Then we have:
(3.2)

HJRXom^x(cM^NL)p-Q

forj<d.

Proof. Let us assume X=Cn-R2n and the base point of q in X is 0 e C".
We may also assume q ^ T*X. because the case q e T*X is already proved in
Proposition 4.6 of [23]. Thus we can take a proper closed convex cone K c:
T*X and an open cone UddK satisfying q ^ U. If we cut off by Proposition
3.2 the micro-support of the complex F'=Rj#0W2> A (M, 6x) e Db(X) with
respect to this choice of cones U^^K, we get Fo^D b Of) and a morphism MO:
Fo - * F such that:
(A) UQ is an isomorphism on U<^T* X.
(B) There exist an open neighborhood W$ (not necessary conic) of q in V
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and an open conic neighborhood W\ of {0} X XT*X in T*X such that
This condition (B) is strictly weaker than the following one.
(C)

T$X 0 Cv(SSF0) = 0.

As is clear from the proof of Proposition 4.6 of [23], the following isomorphism
holds for the objects F 0 ^B b (X) satisfying the condition (C):
Ep , n»L (Fo) [2d] -

(3 .3)

where p : T$L x LT?X--»T%HX HTf 7 is the projection as before and ft : 7-** is
the inclusion. We want to use such an isomorphism, but it is difficult to get the
cut-off Fo ^ Db (X) satisfying the condition (C) . This difficulty arises from the
fact that the mierolocal cut off works accurately only on the fiber T*X of {0} e
X. To make up for the conditions of Fo^Db(X) we will give a precise version of
Proposition 4.6 of [23]. By using the morphisms:
(3.4)

T*r<- Y*XT*X - >T*X
PY
&Y

we consider the point q := pY®Yl(q)

^ NXHT%Y C T*F.

Proposition $Aa Let FO ^ Db (X) be an object which satisfies the condition
(B) above at q^NXiTfX C V. Then we have an isomorphism:
(3 .5)

Rp , jLtNL (Fo) [2d]
l

on 7tH (q}, where itH denotes the projection T*//X^T|7
Proof. The problem being local, we may assume :
(3.6)

7= ({0} x C1-*) x Cn-l=>H=C'-d x W~l =) N=R'-d x Rn~l
for 0 <d <l. We introduce a local coordinate system It, v) = ( U', A:") , (/, v") ) , x
= Ui, •", Jfrf), x"= (xd+i, • • • , x » ) , y = (yi f •", 3'/)./ = Cv/+i, "%3;J of ^ such that:
(3.7)

Take care that the numbers of x and /-variables are different from each other.
We also use the notation /= (yi, "',yd,y*),y*= (yt+i, f " , y i ) . In this setting, the
associated admissible coordinate system of the triplet CY", L, JV) (resp. (Y, H,
N)) is (/', (/, y') , x") (resp. (3;^ v*, x")} and there exists a canonical injection
ft: YNH~*XNL induced by h : Y—*X. This injection is described by the equation x'
— §,y\—-'=yd — § and we have the commutative diagram :
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(3.8)
Th

in which all squares are Cartesian. Now we take a point />0 = (0: >?*, rf}
KHl(q'} CTA^FXtfTtfF, (r/'^O) and we will show that the canonical morphism:
(3 .9)

Rp : JJLNL (Fo) [2d]

is an isomorphism at po. Let us imbed T^H X HT§Y Into the zero-section of
T*(TnH X#T$y) and consider the canonical identification:
(3.10)

T*(T%HXHT$Y)^T*(TNHXHTHY)

which follows from Proposition 5.5.1 of [10]. Then as in the same way as the
proof of Theorem 6.7.1 of [10], it is enough to show the isomorphism:
SY^h'dn ® h-lG}~ ^SYlh'G

(3.11)

for G : = RjxJt^Fo in the localized category Db (TNH X HTHY;Pv) of Db (TNH X
at po = (0, 0, 0; i]*dy* + r]"dy" + Qdx") e T* (T^ X HTHY). Thanks to
HTHY)
Corollary 6.4.4 of [10] it remains to prove the following assertion.
Lemma 3. 5- The natural injection h\YNg—*XNL is non-characteristic for the
object G — Ujx+px^Fo on V£ for sufficiently small £ > 0. Here the open subsets V£^
T*YNH is defined by
(3.12)

V, :={(/. v*, x", t, s; J]\ 17*. f. r, a) er*fra;

. We will prove this lemma by a contradiction. Assume that for every
£>0 there exists a point p£: — (y",y*,x", t, s; r\\ r)*, §", r, cr) e Fe at which the
morphism H'.YNIT^XNL is characteristic for SS (G). We show that it contradicts
the condition (B) of SSF0. By Proposition 6.2.4 (iii) of [10] we can find the
sequences :
(3.13)

such that
(3.14)

/—ft

—*

— //

— \
SOTJ

-

>^ (

(y"m, (x'm, y'm) , x"m, tm, Sm) -

(rim, ri, r- Tm. a») -

"

H«

"

*

N

(j) ,V*,X , t, S)
» (/'.

(0, (0, V*) ) , x" , t.

> (r}", r,*, f, r, a) -A
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Note that from A and B we have
(3.15)

l(&.JJim.-,i?*JI -

>

+ ~-

Recall that SS (G) CSS fe'Fo) +N* (Qx) and we have by Proposition 5.4.5 of
[10]
(3.16)

SS (fc'Fo) = {(^, -^f-,

x", t, s; t

(y", (x, y ' } , X"; r,", (f, r?'), f) e SS (F0)}.
Therefore by Remark 6.2.8 (ii) of [10], we obtain the sequences
(Q

17)

V'J«-L' /

f

h

I Pn

—

(

''

('

'

^

/7
r

. y,^

\jnii \Xm*ym/<Xm,

[ km, sm>0 and

'] m,

(y"m, Jm, %"„

such that
(3.18)

f (y"m, y*Jt x'm, Tm, ~sm)

> (y", y*, x", t, s)

(y'ml (tmSm) , Urn- 3^»») /^/, ^w, tm, Sm)
T)
1~ Yl
s~
i
\ I ffi<j Yll '/ JH» ^ AW */ W i S ??2 /

( f " C

i \^tn^?n^ ifn^'Jlfn'

••> ( - y n
V */

T)
» */

Al
» ^

^ (/
/

• • • (i

^-^

• 'JdwJ / I

Set C*w = £to»+^&w for ^ = 1, " 8 , w and consider the ratio of (£i w , • • • , Qw) ^C rf
and (Cd+i.w. •" , 0«) e C'"''. Then it follows from C and D we get the
convergence:

(3.19)

|(Ui.«. -, C/JI/KU. -- OJI — >o.

Moreover by C and (3.12) we see that the directions of the vectors (C/t-i.m, "*,
L,nm) &Cn~l tend to that of a point in WQ<^ V. It contradicts the condition (B) on
the micro-support of F0 ^ Bb (X) .
D
Now let us continue the proof of the theorem. Note that by the assumption (i) of
the theorem the set W Y p Y l ( q ) H SSF is a finite set, and we will denote it by {<?0
= g.tfi. '",qm}^TfX. Hence we can take cones [/, <= C J^(i = l,2, — , m ) in T*X
so that q,G- [// and KjClKj— 0 for i^j and cut off the micro-support of F. We
denote the corresponding cut off morphisms by ut : Ff-^F (i — 1, 2, • • • , m) . Then
the morphism :
m

(3.20)

©A-Hjt,
1=0

defined by these microlocal cut off morphisms is an isomorphism in Db (Y, q]
and hence induces an isomorphism:
(3 . 21)

®fiNS (h
1=0
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at g'ejVX#TjycT*y by Theorem 2.1. By virtue of the same theorem, we get a
chain of isomorphisms at pip)
(3 . 22)

ftp - Rtfom9x (M, %NL) [d]=Rp< VNL (F) ® or* [n +d]
~lFo) ® or Ar [n— of]

and the last term is a direct summand of the complex jJLNn(fa~lF) ® or#[n— d] =
by the formula (3.21). It implies
(3 . 23)

Hj [Rp . Rtfom^ (M, <$NL) ] P(p} - 0 for / < d

and by the assumption (n) of the theorem we get:
(3 . 24)

H'Rtfwi^ (M, <gNL) p-V

for j < d .

Note that the assumption (ii) entails the finiteness of the morphism p on the
support of the complex RXoniQx(M, ^NL) . It completes the proof.
I
Remark 3.6. We conjecture that the condition (i) of Theorem 3.3 can be
removed. In fact, under the condition (ii) we wanted to prove the isomorphism:
(3.25)

R p . R s t f o m U , %NL) [d]-^R20oro«rU?, f NH) ,

where U is an open neighborhood of q ^ V in T*X and MY denotes the induced
system of M u to Y in the category of ^-modules. If one can prove this
isomorphism, our conjecture is true.
§ 4o Applications to Edge of the Wedge Type Theorems
In this section, we will give some applications of Theorem 3.3 and the
results in [23] to the extension of hyperfunction (real analytic) solutions. The
main problem that we consider here is to find good sufficient conditions on
^-modules M for the vanishing of cohomologies:
(4 . 1)

IFfJLNRXom9x (M, %M) - 0 for / < d,

where d is the codimension of N in M. As was shown in [23] and [28] , the
solutions to this problem give rise to many nice applications to the extension of
solutions defined on the tuboids in M having JV as its edge. First recall a
definition of [23] .
Definition 4.1. We define a biconic sheaf <gNM on T$MXMT$X by :
(4 . 2)

<$NM ' = [iNM (Gx] ® or* [n] .

As we shall see in the following proposition, the sheaf ^NM defined above
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enables us to extend the formulation of microlocal boundary value problems due
to Kataoka [11] to the cases where the codimension d of the boundary N is
greater than one.
Proposition 4,2 (Proposition 3 A of [23] ). There exists a distinguished
triangle in Db (T*Af) :
(4 .3)

R0 , RX&m^ (M,

U, «W) - > + 1,
and TTM : T*MXMTM^—"T^M are £/i<? projections.
We know by Kashiwara-Kawai's division theorem of [7] that
HJRXomSx(M,

(4.4)

f^)

- 0 for; < d

if the ®;r module ^ is non-characteristic for Y. Hence in view of (4.3), to
show the vanishing (4.1) it suffices to study the complex Rfflom^iJl, %NM) on
T$MXMTjf.Z. If moreover the system M is elliptic, this complex vanishes there
by Theorem 2.1 and one gets (4.1), which recovers the main theorem of [7].
Our formulation enables us to investigate non-elliptic ©^-modules. To recall the
notion of partially elliptic systems of Bony-Schapira [2] , consider the relative
cotangent bundle T* (M/M'O defined by the exact sequence :
(4.5)

0 - > A • =M x M,,Tfr>X" - >T$X - »T* (M/M") - > 0.

Note that A-M
x LTfX and it is a totally real submanifold of V=X*X"T*X"
<^-T*X. Now we have an injection:
(4 . 6)

T* (M/Af ) X MA -

> T* (X/Xff)

and a projection nA : T*(M/^f) XM/1-

XXV~TV (T*X)

>A.

Definition 403 (Bony-Schapira [2]). For q^A, we say that the ®x~module
(system) M is partially elliptic along V<^T*X at q if
^ 0.

In Proposition 4 . 3 of [23] , we proved the next result.
Proposition 4.4, Let p^T$MXLTfX and q<^N*LTfX c Abe its base point.
Suppose that M is partially elliptic along V at q. Then we have a natural
isomorphism at p:
(4 . 7)

Rtfam

(M, f NM) ~

we used the injection c : T^M XLT*X x LTfX - >T$M x LTfX.

»T$M X MTnX and the projection
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Combining Proposition 4.2, Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.3, we obtain the
following theorem which improves Theorem 4.8 of [23].
Theorem 4.5. We suppose that the system M satisfies the conditions:
(i) M is non~ characteristic for Y.
(ii) M is partially elliptic along V on NX LT*X, and TmX Pi ChM C T*X.
(iii) M is non-microcharacteristic for Y along V on NX iT*X,
Then we have the vanishing for every i <.d:

HJfjtNRtfom

(4 . 8)

(M, ®M) - 0.

From this theorem, we can deduce local Bochner type extension theorems
concerning the hyperfunction (real analytic) solutions to ®~modules by using a
method in the proof of Theorem 1 of Uchida [28] (cf. Sato-Kawai~Kashiwara
[17] ) . Here we denote by ^M the sheaf of real analytic functions on M. We say
an open subset £? 0 C M is an open convex cone with the edge N if locally, in a
real analytic chart M-Rd x W~d such that N- {0 } X R»-*f fl0 is expressed as
@2 X 'Rn~d by a proper open convex cone Qi in Kd.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that M satisfies the conditions (i)- (iii) of Theorem 4.5.
(i) For every open convex cone QQ with the edge N in M, every hyperfunction
solution u ^ rQ$€om%x (M, ®A/) U to M on Q : — M\£?o automatically extends
to an open neighborhood of N as a hyperfunction solution to M.
(ii) Let [/CJjvM be an open cone with connected fibers and V^>U its convex hull.
Then we have isomorphisms:

(4.9)

f r(V ;
1 F(V ;

Let us mention that we have used the unique continuation property of
microfunctions with holomorphic parameter to get the second isomorphism of (n).
The microfunction solutions to partially elliptic systems have holomorphic
parameters.
Remark 4.7. Under the same conditions as in the above theorem, we can
also deduce an edge of the wedge theorem of Epstein type for hyperfunction
(real analytic) solutions by using the proof of Proposition 7.2 of [28].
Example 4.8. Let M = $>x/EUi®xQj, Qj e ®* (j = 1, -, d) be a coherent
®x~module such that :
(i) M is partially elliptic along V on N X L T f X

xn
Then we have

and
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H^NRXom^x(M, ®M) - 0 for; < d.

The condition (ii) implies that J\f is non-microcharacteristic for Y along V at
the zero-section of V. We think it is a very strong condition, because the
operators Q/s are a priori assumed to have symbols of the form :

in this case. Here we denote by / (resp. £') the first / ^ d variables (z\, °",zi)
(resp. (Ci, • " , £ / ) ) and 7 = fei = ••• = ^ = 0} C X (This notation is different
from that in the proof of Theorem 3.3). Now thanks to Theorem 4.5 and 4.6,
we know that the elliptic factors in the characteristic variety of the system are
harmless when one wants to obtain edge of the wedge type theorems. For
example, take elliptic operators E j ( j = l , ° ° \ d ) on X and set Pj=EjQ}-i- (lower
order terms). Then the system M = $)x/lLf=i$xPj does not satisfy the condition
T*X 0 Cv (CLAO = 0 but satisfies the condition (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.6.
Therefore if the system M is non-characteristic for Y in addition, every
hyperfunction (real analytic) solution of M on the open tuboid U^T^M along Ar
extends to its convex hull 7C7VM as a solution :
(4.11)

f r(V : ^NXom^ (M, $M) )~:->r(U ; Vvflam^ (M,
I r(V ; »NXomQ (M, dM))-=

Note that the lower order terms of the operators P/s could not be taken
arbitrarily before we prove Theorem 4.6. See Example 5.2 of the previous
paper [23] . Moreover the conditions of [23] were not totally geometric. Our
conditions in Theorem 4.6 are characterized only by the geometry of the
characteristic variety of the ®x~modules. Notice that the ©^-modules M
obtained in this way contain partially elliptic factors and elliptic ones at the
same time.
If we restrict ourselves to get the vanishing :
(4 . 12)

tftiNRXvm^

(M, $M) i - 0 for j < d,

for a fixed covector f e T*M, we can further weaken the hypotheses on the
^-modules M. In fact, we have by Theorem 2.1 the following result We shall
use the projections:
(4.13)

nM^-T^M x Mnx^-»N x MT$X.

Theorem 4<J0 Let p ^ T$M x MTmX and suppose that M is micro- hyperbolic
(in the sense of [9] ) in the direction rcM (p) e T$MC T*M at itN (p) e TnX. Then
we have :
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Now assume that N is of codimension d > 2 in M and let £ <= T$M be a fixed
covector. If the system M is hyperbolic in this direction £ ^ T*M, then we have
fjiNR$om$x (M, $M) e — 0 by a result of Kashiwara-Schapira [9] . On the other
hand, if M is non-characteristic for Y and elliptic, then it was shown by
Kashiwara-Kawai [7] that fFfJtNRXam^ (M, 3&M) e - 0 for j <d. The following
theorem is a natural generalization of these well-known facts.
k

Theorem 4.10. Let M be a coherent ^j-module and ChM — U V} be the
irreducible decomposition of the characteristic variety of M. We assume that each V}
satisfies the condition (i) or (ii) below.
(i) Vj is non-characteristic for Y and elliptic i.e., V} ClChM — 0 .
(ii) Vj is hyperbolic in the direction £ ^ T$M.
Then we have
(4.14)
HJ^NR^om^(M,SM)^-0
forj<d.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.9 that
(4 .15)

R8 , RXom

(M, <8Nlx) -=^fJLNRXomf

(M. SM) ® orN\M at

It remains to apply the division theorem in ^N\X for micro-differential systems
of Kashiwara-Kawai [7] .
I
Corollary 4.11 (local Bochncr type extension theorem) . Let £ ^T^M and M as
in the above theorem. Then there exists an open convex cone Qo^M with the edge N
such that the polar set of CN (-Go) ^ TNM contains f in its interior, and every
hyperfunction (real analytic) solution n ^ FQ^om^ (M,9&M) on Q'-= M \ QQ
automatically extends to an open neighborhood of N as a hyperfunction (real
analytic) solution to M.
We used the micro-hyperbolicity of M on T^X to show that the extensions of
real analytic solutions to M become also real analytic. These results are slight
generalizations of Theorem 3.9 of [23] to the cases where the hyperbolic
factors of M are not necessarily non-characteristic for Y. They can be of
codimension one in T*X. In Theorem 2 of Uchida [27] a result on the extension
of "real analytic" solutions is proved in the same situation. However he assumes
the smoothness of the characteristic variety on T^X. Moreover in his case,
every irreducible component of C\\M has to be of codimension > 2.
Remark 4.12. In Corollary 4.11, if we assume in addition the conditions :
(A) The characteristic variety of M is real and smooth on
(B) At each point p^T^X the system M can be transformed to a direct sum
of the partial de Rham system (as an #y~ module) by a real quantized
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contact transformation,
then the extensions of distribution solutions to M on Q~M\Q$ are again
distributions. That is, we have an isomorphism:
(4 . 16)

FoXom^ (M, ®5M) \N-=^Xom^ (M,$>bM) IN.

This can be proved by the fact that the tempered microfunction solutions fflom^
(M, ^)
to the partial de Rham system are constant along the real
bicharacteristic strips of the real part Tj&A" H ChM of ChM, Also notice the real
bicharacteristic strips are transversal to the hypersurface of M defined by ^
in this case.
Example O3* Let Q ^ $>x be a hyperbolic differential operator in the
direction f^T*M. We take elliptic operators Ej(j — l,°~<d) such that the set
n {(?(Ej) =0} T*X is non-characteristic for Y and set Pj = EjQ+ (lower order
terms). Then for the system M = Sx/^j=iS)xPj
(4.17)

tftiNRtfom^

we have

(JV, 3KM) ~ 0 for / < d.

and a local Bochner type extension theorem for hyperfunction (real analytic)
solutions holds. Note that ®~modules M obtained in this way are not
non-characteristic for Y in general.
By adding hyperbolic factors to Theorem 4.5, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 40146 We suppose that the system M satisfies the conditions:
(i) M is non~ characteristic for Y.
(ii) M is partially elliptic along V on NX LT*X.
(iii) M is non~microcharacteristic for Y along V on N^iTfX.
(iv) M is micro- hyperbolic in a direction ^T^M on NXMTmX — NXLT*X.
Then we have for every j<d:
(4 . 18)

H'fjLNRXom^

(M, $M) € - 0,

and a local Bochner type extension theorem for hyperfunction
(like Corollary 4.11) holds.

(real analytic) solutions

Proof. Set 7TM : T$MXMTZX-*T$M. Then we have HJRXom^(M^NM) -0 for
every / <d on 7tM*(%) by using the preceding results. Thus the conclusion
follows from the distinguished triangle in Proposition 4.2.
Q
Remark 4.15. As is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.11 of [23], Theorem
4.14 is useful also to get an edge of the wedge theorem of Bogoliubov type for
hyperfunction (real analytic) solutions. The details are left to the reader.
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§ 5. Solvability of Systems with Multiple Characteristics
In this section, we will make use of the techniques of microlocal inverse
image to extend some results of [24] on the solvability of partial differential
operators. We employ the notations in the previous sections, but we assume that
the codimension d of N in M equals to one. We write N= {xi = Q} ^ M. First
recall the following definition.
Definition 5.1 ([23]). We say that a system M is "microlocally
hyperbolic" in the direction £ ^ T*M if the characteristic variety of M satisfies
the condition:
where we have used the natural injection
(5.1)

i : T$XXMT*M-+T*(TtX)

induced by T&X-+M and the projection

~T^Mx> (T*X)

ic:T%XXMT*M-+T*M.

Example 5.2e Let us take an elliptic operator E (resp. a hyperbolic
operator Q in the directions ^.dxi^T^M) on X and set P=£Q+ (lower). Then
the fe-module M — ^x/^xP is not hyperbolic in the directions ±dx\^T%M in
general but satisfies the condition of microlocal hyperbolicity.
We shall explain how to extend this definition to our relative setting /:Af— »
AT. According to a result of Laurent [14], the normal bundle TV (T*X) - T*
(X/X"} X X V is endowed with a relative canonical 2-form Q r . When X = X ' X X "
= Ci' x CJ"' and T* (X/X") x xv - T*Xf x T*T = { (z, z ; gdz + ?dz") }, this
2-form is described by Z![=i dzk A d^k. Let Q be the canonical 2-form on T*X
and take its restriction Q Iv—l^k^i+idzk^d^k to V. If we pull back Q\v by TV :
TV(T*X)-^V and denote it by T$ (Q\v) . then Qr+T$(®\v} is a non-degenerated
2-form on Ty(T*X). Hence we have the Hamiltonian isomorphism :
(5.2)

which induces the isomorphism;
(5 . 3)

Tr* WAT, V^A [T* (X/X") x ^F]-^->T* [T* (M/AT) XMyl] .

We also use the injection:
(5 . 4)

if : [T* (M/M") X ^] xMT*M-

>T* [ (T* (M/Af ) X ^j

and the projection:
(5 .5)

TT, : [T* (M/Af ) X Myl] XMT*M-*T*M.
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Definition 5e3o Let M be a coherent ^-module. We say M is "microlocally
relative hyperbolic" (w.r.t./) in the direction £^T*M if M satisfies:
i/Orj 1 ®) nCr-M/M")x^[C F (Ch^)]- 0.

(5.6)

le 5 A. We assume locally Z-Z' x Xlf = C1^ x C?-' and .V-JV' X M".
Take an elliptic operator E fresp. a hyperbolic operator Q in the directions ±
dxi ^ T*'Af) on X* and set P = £Q + (lower) by taking arbitrary lower order
terms from ®*. Then the ®^-module M = $x/$xP is microlocally relative
hyperbolic (w.r.t./) in the directions
Although these oparators are not partially elliptic nor micro-hyperbolic, we
could prove in Theorem 5.2 of [24] the solvability in the sheaf SM (and in the
sheaf VOM of microfunctions) with the aid of the theorem of bimicrolocalization.
Note that there exists a complicated intersection of two factors (o(E) =0} and
MO) =0} on the regular involutive submanifold A = M XLTfX c T$X. At that
time, we treated the differential operators whose symbols contain only the
derivations in ^'-variables. We can generalize this result as follows,
Theorem 5.5. Let M be a coherent $x~module and p e AN '• = N x L T*X. We
suppose the following conditions:
(i) M is nan- characteristic for Y.
(ii) There exists an open conic neighborhood U of p in T*X such that the cut-off
UC\ ChM at p of the characteristic variety of M satisfies:

(5.7)

i/Or/H?)) nCr*'v/v.^i[Cv(t/nc^)] = 0

for every ^T%M.
(iii) M is non-microcharacteristic for Y along V at p^A^.
Then we have the vanishing of cohomologies :
15 . 8)

HJRtfom^ (M, <gM) -0

for j >proj.dim MY.

at

Proof. Set nL : T$L*LT?X-^A and consider the sheaf %ML' = JJLML(@X) ® orM
[n] on T&L x LT*X introduced by Kataoka-Tose [13] and [19]. Then we have
the distinguished triangle on A :
(5.9)

R^om^UW)U^R^^

-

> + l,

where ^6 — {JLi (0x) ® or^ [n — l] denotes the sheaf of microfunctions with
holomorphic parameters. We also consider the sheaf ^6' — JJLH^Y] ® or/f[n — l]
on T%Y and identify AN and N X HT%Y via the projection N X MT$X->T%Y. By
Schapira's Cauchy-Kowalevski type theorem in [18] and the assumption (m) ,
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there is an isomorphism
(5.10)

RXam

(M,

on AN for a sufficiently small conic open neighborhood U of p in T*X, where MY
stands for the induced system of M \u to Y in the category of ^-modules.
Therefore the first term of (5.9) is a direct summand of the complex
(MY,W) and
HJRtfom%x(M, %6)P-Q for; > proj.dim MY

(5.11)

holds. Next we shall use the natural embedings:
(5.12)

Tj&L x LT}X^— (N x MTJJD x £7t,Y-^7lL x LT?X

and the projection UN : T$L X LT*X - *Ax. Then it follows from the proof of
Theorem 5.1 of [24] and the assumption (ii) that the canonical morphism:
(5 . 13)

d+m^RXom^ (M, %ML) -RMom^ (M, %NL) [1]

is an isomorphism on TTj?1 (p) Cl (N X ^ TjjL) X LTfX. Hence the third term of
(5.9) is a direct summand of the complex RTT* R$omSx ( M , ^NL) [l] for TT: T*L
XiT*X - >AN. Now recall the chain of isomorphisms in (3.22) obtained by the
microlocal inverse image h~lFQ(h : Y-*X) and set KH : Tf/f * nTnY - >AN. Then
we have the isomorphism :
(5 . 14)

Rp , R3Kfom0i U, f ^) [1] -/^

(/i^Fo) ® or^ [« - 1]

on 7tHl (p) and the complex RT&R^Wi^ (Jf, ^JVL)/>[I] is also a direct summand
of RirH+Rfflom^ (MY^NH) p. Finally use the biconically fiabbiness of the sheaf
^NH proved by [13] to show the vanishing:
(5.15)

WRxHiRXom^ (MY, %NH)P~O

It completes the proof of the theorem.

f o r / > proj.dim MY.
I

Our arguments in the proof above is also useful to prove the solvability in the
sheaf $>M of hyperfunctions. In the course of the proof of the following corollary
(example) , we use Theorem 3.1 of Kataoka~Tose [12] as well as the proof of
Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.5 of [24]. We assume locally X~X'XX".
Corollary 5.6. Let E^$)x' (resp. £ 0 e ®x) be an elliptic operator on X' (resp.
on X) and Q^*2)x' (resp. Qo e ®z) a hyperbolic operator in +dxi~ directions on X'
(resp. on X) . We set P=EE0QQo+ (lower) by taking arbitrary lower order terms from
©jr. We also assume the separation condition:
Then
(i) P : $M -

*$M is surjective.
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(ii) P : WM

*%>M is surjective at any point of

Remark 5.7. Corollary 5.6 extends Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.5 of [24].
Note that Theorem 5.2 of [24] was a natural generalization of the
^"solvability for partially elliptic operators due to Bony-Schapira [2].
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